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XCore Technologies Metal Card Dual Interface (DI) Testing Results

As the premium Metal Card sector evolves we at XCore Technologies are constantly working to address
our customers emerging needs and requirements. A priority Metal Card requirement is its compatibility
with Dual Interface/Contactless OS environment and functionality. We would like to take this opportunity
and update you on our progress toward a fully EMVCo compliant DI Metal Card.
We are pleased to report that recent product testing has indicated that both our Metal Card products, the
current Encapsulated-Hybrid Card and the soon to be launched Edge to Edge (E2E) Metal Card products
meet EMVCo’s performance requirements. EMVCo Dual Interface functionality testing was performed by
Infineon’s Development Center Graz team, an XCore Technologies development partner using their SL32
family of chips. Observed DI/Contactless metal card performance is similar to that of a standard PVCbased card.
XCore’s metal card provides two important “user experience” advantages relative to other product
choices currently available to issuers.
1)

XCore Technologies’ DI Metal card functions reliably, independent of the “card face” presented
to the POS device.
This universal card face DI functionality represents an industry first and provides a unique
advantage over other metal-based cards to further enhance the user experience. The card-holder
no longer needs to fumble with the card to determine which card face to present to the POS device
when completing a purchase, as is the case with most other competing metal card products.

2) The DI/Contactless functionality will activate at the standard prescribed POS/Card proximity
distances, which is often not the case with most competing metal cards products.
This feature enables XCore’s metal cards to be used with lower power card readers that are
increasingly found in NFC-enabled cell phones, laptops, and tablets, as well as with small portable
readers like Square.
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XCore Technologies will be launching the DI “Encapsulated/Hybrid” metal card product in Q2, followed by
the DI “Edge to Edge” metal card product in Q4. The next and final step in this process is to formally apply
for EMVCo Metal Card certification in conjunction with a secure card manufacturer.
XCore’s DI Metal Card engineering success marks an important and unique technical breakthrough in
meeting our customers’ needs and expectations.

Performance Results:
A summary table of the specific testing results is presented below (fig 1.2). The testing was consistent
with EMVCo DUT1 compliance protocol. The XCore Metal card utilized a SLC32 chip and generic OS.

Notes:
The “NC” result notation stand for ‘Non- Conclusive’ where a manual verification is required.
The “NT” result notation indicates a ‘Non- Tested’ parameter. As the test protocol used is based on the old standard revision. However, the card would pass this parameter using the new
standard, as the performance data collected reflects a passing performance level.

